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1. Introduction

In recent years, a number of scholars have contributed to the understanding of Green HRM (e.g. Berrone & Gomez-Mejia, 2009; Brio, Fernandez, & Junquera, 2007; Fernandez, Junquera, & Ordiz, 2003; Govindarajulu & Daily, 2004; Jabbour & Santos, 2008; Jabbour, Santos, & Nagano, 2010; Madsen & Ulhoi, 2001; Massoud, Daily, & Bishop, 2008; Ramus, 2001, 2002; Renwick, 2008; Stringer, 2009; Wehrmeyer, 1996). Distinguished policies in the field of recruitment, performance and appraisal management, training and personnel development, employee relations and reward systems are considered powerful tools for aligning employees with a company’s environmental strategy (Renwick, 2008). Therefore Green HRM can decisively contribute to successful environmental management.

Nevertheless, many companies are struggling to effectively advance employees’ environmental behaviour. A discrepancy between environmental policies and actual behavioural patterns in organizational everyday life has been identified as a challenge (e.g. Antoni & Bauer, 2005; Daily, Bishop, & Govindarajulu, 2008; Fernandez, Junquera, & Ordiz, 2003; Ramus, 2001; Riechmann, 2000). It can be assumed that the full potential of Green HRM in theory and practice has not yet been realized. One conceivable deficit which could hamper the greening process is illustrated in this article: Green HR policies focus only on employees’ working role.

While contemporary HRM already considers the complex array of employees’ work-roles and non-work-roles by developing, for instance, work-life balance policies (e.g. Barnett & Hyde, 2001; Elloy & Smith, 2003; Kossek, 2003; Marks & MacDermid, 1996), Green HRM so far ignores employees’ non-work roles.

In order to strengthen green organizational behaviour, it is important to acknowledge that environmentally relevant attitudes and behaviour are not learned exclusively at the workplace, but also in private life. People have distinctive modes of living. They practice specific consumption patterns in their everyday life, which have different effects on the environment (Reusswig, 1994; Söderholm, 2010). Therefore employees’ private role as consumers is considered crucial for learning and practicing environmental attitudes and behaviour.

Since work-life research has shown that there are complex interactions between peoples’ roles in working life and private life, both life spheres need to be considered as interdependent (Edwards & Rothbard, 2000; Lambert, 1990; Kanter, 1977). Thus, it is an obvious assumption that private experiences also influence peoples’ environmental behaviour in working life.

In this respect, Green HR policies that only focus on peoples’ role as employees and their work-related behaviour are insufficient. As Elloy and Smith illustrate, consideration of the complex array of work-roles and private roles requires “an holistic approach to HRM” (Elloy & Smith, 2003, p. 63). This perspective is also suggested for Green HRM: considering employees as human beings with multiple roles in different life spheres.

It is assumed that this holistic view is far more appropriate for a successful Green HRM in order to align employees with a company’s environmental strategy.
To this end, this article first refers to the limitations of greening employees, which occurs since employees’ environmental attitudes and behaviour are assumed to be shaped in private life too (section 2). Second, the theoretical and practical background of the proposed new approach will be pointed out by giving an overview of existing approaches that explain the linkages between working life and private life, and by outlining the work-life-balance concept (section 3). Finally, a conceptual model for green work-life-balance will be developed and the chances and risks of that approach discussed (section 4).

2. Scope and limits of greening employees

A complex interplay of individual, interactional, situational, cultural and structural factors influence employees’ environmental behaviour in the company. These factors are not only considered by Green HRM but also by environmental management. Environmental management systems – such as EMAS or ISO 14001 – are holistic and complex intervention mechanisms which have the potential to address multiple factors successfully (e.g. Jackson, 1997; Hamschmidt, 1998; Steger, 2000; Woodside, Arrichio, & Yturri, 1998). These standards can be helpful for companies to systematically implement, control and improve environmental activities including Green HR activities (Daily & Huang, 2001; Steger, 2000).

It can be said that companies with environmental management systems are particularly dependent on elaborated Green HR policies (Antoni & Bauer, 2005; Daily & Huang, 2001; Wee & Quazi, 2005). They are not immune to gaps between “rhetoric and reality” (Crane, 1995). If they have high expectations concerning their environmental performance, it is especially important for them to transform aspirations and good intentions into actual everyday behaviour. Daily and Huang (2001) have emphasized decisive human resource factors according to the key categories of the ISO 14001 guideline. They argue that top management support, environmental trainings, team work, employee empowerment and reward systems are crucial for implementing successful environmental management systems. Even though these activities can be perceived as highly relevant, the range of possible green human resource interventions is much wider (Renwick, 2008).

Green human resource activities do not necessarily have to take place within the scope of environmental management systems. All companies that strive for environmental protection are well advised to pay attention to their employees. As Wehmeyer (1996, p. 7) already stated in the mid-nineties: “If a company is to adopt an environmentally-aware approach to its activities, the employees are the key to its success or failure”.

Green HR policies focus on collective and individual capabilities to bring about green behaviour. Collective capabilities are mainly discussed in relation to cultural characteristics of the company that are considered significant in either restraining or advancing the corporate greening process. Building on the assumption that culture can be managed at all, Green HR policies are aimed at promoting an environmental corporate culture (Crane, 1995; Fernandez, Junquera, & Ordiz, 2003; Harris & Crane, 2002). Referring to Schein’s much-quoted definition of corporate culture, an environmental corporate culture can be understood “[...] as a pattern of shared basic as-
assumptions [...]” (Schein, 2004, p. 17) about the environment and environmental issues. It is argued that an environmental culture is needed to socialize employees according to a company’s environmental strategy (Fernandez, Junquera, & Ordiz, 2003; Wehrmeyer & Parker, 1996). Once an environmental corporate culture is formed, individual behavioural changes are assumed to be most likely. It is suggested, for instance, to advance communication and interaction processes (e.g. feedback and exchange mechanisms) or to extend employee participation and employee involvement with regards to environmental issues (Govindarajulu & Daily, 2004; Brio, Fernandez, & Junquera, 2007). These cultural improvements are assumed to increase, for instance, employees’ motivation and their commitment to the company and its environmental ambitions (Govindarajulu & Daily, 2004).

Green HR policies also focus on individual learning and the personal environmental competences of employees, for instance, by setting up specific trainings and further education programs, and by implementing appraisal tools or reward systems (Govindarajulu & Daily, 2004; Madsen & Ulhoi, 2001; Ramus, 2001, 2002). Environmental trainings at the workplace might include, for instance, environmental law issues, instructions for new devices, or corporate codes of conduct, which help to advance employees’ environmental performance (Bird, 1996; Daily & Huang, 2001; Madsen & Ulhoi, 2001).

Up to now, both environmental management and Green HRM have focused exclusively on employees working role. The authors cited so far in this section and in the introduction address employees only in their role as “producers” (Muster, 2011). Their environmental attitudes and behaviour at work are mainly seen as results of corporate environmental activities. The fact that people are acting in multiple roles in different life spheres is neglected (e.g. Elloy & Smith, 2003; Marks & MacDermid, 1996; see section 3).

Employees also learn environmental attitudes and behaviour in private life. Employees’ private environmental performance is closely attached to their individual ways of living and their everyday behaviour (Reusswig, 1994; Söderholm, 2010). Environmentally relevant behaviour in everyday life is particularly expressed in consumption patterns (e.g. EEA, 2010; Stern, 1997). Consumption is understood as the process of selection, purchase, usage and disposal of products (e.g. Blackwell, Miniard, & Engel, 2006). Since it is the very nature of consumption to use resources, all consumption behaviour is likewise environmentally relevant behaviour (e.g. Hansen & Schrader, 1997). If environmentally relevant behaviour is practiced in working life and private life, it is likely that employees’ environmental attitudes and activities are generated from experiences in both life spheres (Fig. 1). While Green HRM focuses on promoting employees’ environmental behaviour in the company, employees carry on with their consumption practices in private life.

It has long been recognized that interactions between private life and working life can occur (Kanter, 1977) and many researchers have dealt with this topic in general (see section 3). Therefore there are good reasons to assume that environmental attitudes and behaviour at work and in private life also influence each other mutually. Consequently it can be argued that the impact of Green HRM on “greening employees” will always be influenced by employees’ personal environmental experiences. As a
result, Green HRM might fail in realizing its full potential if they focus merely on employees in their working role.

**Figure 1: Environmental attitudes and behaviour as composition of experiences gained in working life and private life**

![Diagram showing the overlap of environmental attitudes and behaviour in working life and private life](image)

Therefore a new perspective for Green HRM is proposed: considering employees as human beings who learn and develop environmental attitudes and behaviour in working life and private life. In order to successfully promote an environmentally friendly and responsible use of resources at the workplace, Green HRM needs to set up activities that support environmentally friendly behaviour at the workplace and in private life.

### 3. Interactions between life domains and work-life balance policies

Both the recognition of possible interactions between working life and private life, and the resulting conclusion that HRM should consider these interactions are not new in general. On the one hand, plenty of research has been conducted into the interface of working life and private life (for an overview see e.g. Edwards & Rothbard, 2000; Guest, 2002). On the other hand, the implementation and prevalence of work-life-balance policies in companies have considerably increased (Kossek & Lambert, 2005; Ryan & Kossek, 2008). However, both developments have not yet been connected to Green HRM. Thus, in the following a short overview of mechanisms explaining the possible linkages between working life and private life is given and the basic principles of work-life-balance-policies are presented. This provides the necessary foundations for the development of a conceptual model of green work-life balance.

#### 3.1 Linkages between working life and private life

While early conceptualizations described working life and private life as “naturally” independent and segmented domains, nowadays it is assumed that people make efforts to actively separate their life domains (Piotrkowski, 1979; Rothbard, Phillips, & Dumas, 2005). Apart from these segmentation models, both life domains are usually conceptualized as reciprocally influenced by each other (Edwards & Rothbard, 2000). Established approaches that draw on these reciprocal influences include the conflict model, the enrichment model, the spillover model and the compensation model (Edwards & Rothbard, 2000; Rothbard, 2001; Guest, 2002).
The conflict model assumes that requirements of one life domain are difficult to reconcile with requirements of a different life domain (e.g. Guest, 2002). Resources (e.g. time, energy, attention) are considered as limited. Since these resources are unequally consumed in different life domains, inter-role conflicts occur, for instance, between the family role and the work role (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985). These conflicts are differentiated in time-related, strain-related and behaviour-related conflicts (Greenhaus & Beutell, 1985). They can occur in two directions, for instance as work-family interferences (with negative outcomes for the family) and family-work interferences (with negative outcomes for work) (Frone, Russell, & Cooper, 1992).

The complement of the conflict model is the enrichment model. In contrast to the conflict model, it is not resource distributions that are the focus, but rather resource accumulation through different roles (Rothbard, 2001). It is assumed that different requirements of domains have a positive effect on each other and, in general, that multiple roles enrich peoples’ lives (e.g. Barnett & Hyde, 2001). Resources and experiences that are generated in one role are supposed to improve or facilitate the role performance in the other life domain (Greenhaus & Powell, 2006).

The spillover model can be understood as a component of both the conflict and the enrichment model. It can be distinguished between positive and negative spillovers, meaning that transferred effects either enrich or constrain the other domain. The total amount of available resources, their accumulation and distribution are not considered here. Instead, specific transfers between the domains are considered (Edwards & Rothbard, 2000). On the one hand, spillovers can change the object of reference (e.g. work satisfaction evolves as satisfaction in relationships), and on the other hand “complete spillovers” (e.g. strengthened self-confidence at work evolves at strengthened self-confidence at home) can occur. Moreover, spillovers are differentiated between spillovers of emotions (moods), attitudes (or values), skills and behaviour (Lambert, 1990; Edwards & Rothbard, 2000).

The compensation model refers to experiences within one domain that cause contradictory or opposing behaviour in the other life domain (Lambert, 1990; Zedeck, 1992). People can make compensation efforts when experiences in one domain are dissatisfying. On the one hand, that can result in lower involvement (e.g. time, attention, perceived importance) in the dissatisfying domain and higher involvement in the satisfying domain (Edwards & Rothbard, 2000; Lambert, 1990). On the other hand, dissatisfaction in one domain can be compensated by pursuing rewards (additional satisfying experiences) in the other domain.

As these presented mechanisms are characterized by their descriptive qualities to enlighten possible causes and consequences of the work-life-interplay (Guest, 2002), they conceptualize employees as passive beings and do not explain how they can influence the interactions. This explanation is offered by border theory (Clark, 2000). This theory looks at people and their individual scope of action to negotiate demands in different life domains. People are perceived as active managers of their life domains and they are described as “border-crossers” that manage daily transitions from one domain to another (Clark, 2000). These borders can be spatial, temporal or mental. Employees will decide for themselves how much segmentation or integration of both life domains they need. They actively decide whether to use domain-specific resources...
or experiences from a different domain. Nevertheless, their freedom of choice and action, but also their chances to negotiate different demands, are very much shaped by a company’s infrastructure, its policies, and employees’ personal resources (e.g. time, information, money, etc) (Rothbard, Phillips, & Dumas, 2005). Other domain members and border keepers are also considered important, since, for instance, communicating with superiors about family demands can help to improve their understanding of employees’ problems.

Work-life research has concentrated very much on negative interaction effects between working life and private life (Rothbard, 2001). However, positive effects can also be assumed. Depending on peoples’ personal competences and the specific conditions of their life domains (e.g. human resource policies), employees might benefit or suffer from work-life interactions.

### 3.2 Work-life-balance policies

Meanwhile, it is common practice in HRM to consider employees’ work-life interface and to support them in managing both demands of working life and private life (e.g. Ryan & Kossek, 2008). Work-life balance policies are supposed to create win-win-situations for employees and the company. Employees’ mental and physical wellbeing is supposed to be improved. Companies themselves expect to increase attraction, productivity and the retention of employees (Ehner, 2009; Konrad & Mangel, 2000). Nevertheless, there are both positive and negative findings concerning the effectiveness of work-life balance policies for both the company and employees (Brough et al., 2006; Brough, O’Driscoll, & Kalliath, 2005; Rothbard, Phillips, & Dumas, 2005).

Work-life balance policies are meanwhile perceived as gender-neutral assistance for all private demands with regards to leisure, education and family activities (Ryan & Kossek, 2008). However, employees’ demands as mothers and fathers are offered special attention and work-life balance policies often focus on work-family balance (e.g. Kossek, 2003; Fleetwood, 2007). Work-life balance policies are dominated by time-based instruments (like flexible work schedules and part time arrangements) (Thompson & Bunderson, 2001), since the finiteness of time and its unequal distribution is seen to be the starting point of many inter-role conflicts. Apart from time-based policies, other services are discussed, which can be information-based (like parental counselling), service-based (like corporate nurseries) or finance-based (like family allowances) (Thompson, Beauvais, & Allen, 2006; Kaiser et al., 2010).

Work-life balance policies are not supposed to equalize peoples’ use of resources in both life domains, since employees might have individual perceptions of “balances” and personal wellbeing. Likewise, work-life balance policies are not designed to cut off or change specific demands and requirements of life domains. These policies are supposed to facilitate the reconciliation of working life and private life (e.g. Ryan & Kossek, 2008). However, up to now these policies mostly neglect large parts of private life, including consumption activities and connected environmental issues.

### 4. Considering employees private life in Green HRM

A brief overview of possible linkages between working life and private life offers a number of reasons to consider employees’ private life in Green HRM. Work-life bal-
ance policies offer important starting points for how to do so. After framing possible interactions of environmental behaviour in working life and private life, a conceptual model for “green work-life balance” is presented. Lastly, chances and risks of that approach are discussed.

4.1 Interactions of environmental behaviour at work and in private life

Regarding the presented linkages between working life and private life, the following assumptions can be made.

First, the enrichment model and the positive spillover model show that possible interactions between working life and private life can bring about positive effects. It can be assumed that learning and practicing environmentally friendly behaviour in one domain can stimulate or strengthen similar activities in the other domain. Positive spillovers from working life to private life have already been demonstrated. Berger and Kanetkar (1995) have shown, for instance, that employees’ participation in successful waste management programs can have positive effects on their perception of environmental issues in private life and their individual effectiveness of dealing with these issues. Rashid, Wahid and Saad (2006) have documented that employees’ participation in environmental management systems can spill over and influence environmentally responsible attitudes and behaviour in employees’ private life. Research on positive life-to-work effects with regards to environmental behaviour is still scarce (as an exception see Schultz & Seebacher, 2010).

Second, the conflict model and the negative spillover model highlight that negative effects between working life and private life can occur. Behaviour with problematic effects on the environment in one domain can bring about or strengthen similar behaviour in the other domain. Life-to-work interferences might occur when employees routinely practice non-environmentally friendly behaviour at home, for instance wasting water and energy. Work-to-life interferences might occur, for instance, when a company and its environmental management fails in setting up successful environmental activities or in providing an infrastructure for environmentally friendly behaviour. Research on negative effects between environmental behaviour at work and in private life is scarce (e.g. Berger and Kanetkar have only shown that participation in successful waste management programs brings about positive effects; nothing is said about participation in failing programs).

Third, the compensation model outlines that (non-)environmentally friendly activities in one domain can bring about the very opposite behaviour in the other domain. Employees that are obliged to behave in an environmentally friendly way at the workplace, for instance, could tend to neglect environmental concerns in private life. In contrast, employees who – although they would like to – do not have the chance to act in an environmentally friendly way at the workplace (e.g. the cafeteria only provides plastic dishes and fast food), could be motivated to behave in a more environmentally friendly manner at home (e.g. cooking fresh and organic food). Here again, research on compensation effects between working life and private life with regards to environmental behaviour (from life-to-work and work-to-life) is scarce.

Fourth, border theory shows that employees need to be considered as active managers of their life domains, whose scope of action is influenced by their employer,
other domain members and their personal resources. It can be assumed that employees’ scope of action for environmentally friendly behaviour at work and in private life is also shaped by the company, domain members and employees’ personal resources. Moreover, border theory illustrates that other domain members, such as colleagues and superiors, play an important role in facilitating or constraining employees’ environmental performance in both life domains. It can be assumed that employees exchange about environmental issues at home and at work influence their environmental performance.

Green HRM is in charge to deal with these interaction effects and employees’ chances to manage their life domains. On the one hand, positive interaction effects need to be facilitated. On the other hand, negative interaction effects need to be prevented. Additionally, employees’ subjective chances for environmentally friendly behaviour at work and in private life need to be considered. It is argued in the following that the green work-life balance concept is designed to meet these challenges.

4.2 Green work-life-balance

We understand green work-life balance as the reconciliation of working life and private life with regards to environmental values, attitudes and behaviour. It comprises mutual enforcement and harmonization of environmentally friendly orientations in private life and working life. We assume that balancing environmentally friendly behaviour in both life domains reduces negative interaction effects, since non-environmentally friendly behaviour will be downgraded. Moreover, a balance can bring about positive interaction effects, since different environmentally friendly experiences can enrich each other. Green work-life balance policies focus on employees’ twofold role as consumers and producers, because employees learn and practice environmentally relevant behaviour in these two roles in particular (Muster, 2011).

Figure 2: Two directions of achieving a green work-life-balance
Consequently, green work-life balance policies aim at decreasing imbalances in environmentally friendly behaviour by promoting positive influences both from work-to-life and from life-to-work. On the one hand, a company can promote environmentally friendly consumer behaviour in employees’ private life, which we call work-to-life interventions. On the other hand, companies can encourage employees to use environmentally relevant ideas and experiences they have developed in their private life within their working life (life-to-work interventions) (see fig. 2). In both respects, interventions are supposed to be voluntary offers for employees in order to enlarge their scope of environmentally friendly behaviour.

**Work-to-life interventions** focus on employees’ environmental behaviour in private life and support them in consuming in an environmentally friendly fashion. Like traditional work-life balance instruments, these interventions can be differentiated in information-based, service-based, finance-based and time-based instruments (Thompson, Beauvais, & Allen, 2006; Kaiser et al., 2010) (see tab. 1).

Information-based instruments provide employees with relevant information about environmental issues and give recommendations for environmentally friendly living. Flyers and brochures can be provided and information boards or displays installed. The Internet and intranets can be used to arrange communication and information areas, such as blogs, wikis and forums, where employees can share their environmental experiences or where they can find environmental information on everyday issues. Newsletters can regularly be sent with important information. Additionally it is possible to arrange events and lectures on environmental issues. Environmental or consumer organizations can be invited to present their work and to provide information.

Service-based instruments focus on practical assistance and easy access to environmentally friendly consumption experiences. Concierge services can be offered that help to organize environmentally friendly living. While conventional concierge services organize, for instance, shopping, housekeeping, gardening, dog walking and events (Kossek, 2003), green concierge services can help to arrange these activities in an environmentally friendly way. It is possible to arrange centralized shopping for organic and fair trade products, e.g. vegetable boxes, eggs, coffee or textiles. Canteens can actively offer appetising organic and vegetarian dishes and provide monthly cookery courses for cooking at home. Since employees’ mobility behaviour is particularly environmentally relevant, rental services for bikes and a car-sharing system (including the company’s motor pool) could be arranged.

### Table 1: Examples of green work-life balance instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information-based</th>
<th>Service-based</th>
<th>Finance-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flyers and brochures</td>
<td>Environmental concierge services</td>
<td>Discounts for green company offers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information boards and displays</td>
<td>Centralized orders of green products</td>
<td>Discounts for green non-company offers (e.g. job tickets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blogs, wikis, forums, newsletters</td>
<td>Green canteen and cookery courses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events and lectures</td>
<td>Rental services for bikes; car sharing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Finance-based instruments include special discounts for all services mentioned above – especially if they include products which belong to an employer’s core business (e.g. organic food for a food retailer). Demand for these services might be higher if they were subsidized by the company so that their prices were below ordinary market prices. Financial incentives could also be offered for job related green offers which were not organized or owned by the employer. A widespread example for this is job tickets for public transport which cost less than ordinary tickets.

Time-based instruments and their environmental consequences have already been discussed in the context of work-life balance initiatives. It has been argued that flexible working (considering temporal and local aspects) might increase the potential scope of action for environmentally friendly living, e.g. the reduction of car use or fast food consumption (Heimerl, 2002). Nevertheless, findings have been ambivalent, since positive effects have to be put into perspective with compensation and rebound-effects (Heimerl, 2002; Hildebrandt, 1999). The reduction of working time (e.g. reduced average hours per job, reduced average hours per person, year, reduced total hours per working life, etc.) and the resulting reduction in salary are discussed as an appropriate tool to limit consumption expenditures. Work-time reduction is therefore seen as contributing to sufficiency and environmental protection (Hayden, 1997). However, a cause-effect analysis of work-time reduction and work flexibility is difficult. Work-time reduction, for instance, could also lead to an increase in the number of employees and commuting activities or to more price sensitive consumption patterns, which might be equally or more environmentally harmful. Because of their ambivalence, time-based interventions are not included in table 1.

Life-to-work interventions encourage employees to bring in and develop their environmental values, ideas and private experiences to the workplace. It can be assumed that employees with a great private interest in environmental issues have particular inside knowledge and experiences with, for instance, environmentally friendly practices and products, which can advance a company’s environmental efforts. Employees’ possible scope of action to live up to their environmentally friendly values at the workplace might be extendable. Established green human resource instruments can be used for these life-to-work interventions if they consider employees’ private values and experiences.

Employees’ involvement and participation in designing, implementing and evaluating environmental activities in the company are considered particularly crucial to integrate their private experiences (Brio, Fernandez, & Junquera, 2007; Fernandez, Junquera, & Ordiz, 2003; Ramus, 2001, 2002; Renwick, 2008). It seems possible, for instance, that implementing and advancing an idea management and incentive system regarding environmental issues is appropriate to encourage and integrate employees’ private impulses (Ramus, 2001, 2002). This should include an attractive suggestion scheme with an adequate incentive system, e.g. by conducting idea competitions (Piller & Walcher, 2006). Employees beyond the R&D department could be involved in corporate innovation processes (Neyer, Bullinger, & Möslein, 2009) by addressing them as expert consumers. Their experiences could be integrated by participation in innovation workshops and expert interviews. Virtual or real “green exchange platforms” can be arranged, such as wikis, blogs, forums, workshops and events to foster employees’
exchange on personal environmental experiences. Proactive environmental behaviour and environmental initiatives originating from private life can be advanced by incentives and rewards (e.g. Daily & Huang 2001; Massoud, Daily, & Bishop, 2008; Ramus, 2001). It is imaginable that employees get specific times off to push forward their own environmental projects within the corporation or their engagement in environmental organizations (corporate volunteering) (e.g. Peterson, 2004). Recruitment can explicitly focus on proactive environmentally friendly applicants to bring in employees with outstanding personal environmental knowledge and competences (e.g. Wehrmeyer, 1996). Certainly further measures are imaginable to bring in and develop employees’ personal environmental experiences and ideas.

All these possible work-to-life interventions and life-to-work interventions need to be adjusted with the companies’ preconditions (e.g. financial, structural, cultural preconditions, etc.). It needs to be evaluated if possible services and activities can successfully be provided in the long run, since only long-term and reliable provisions might bring about actual behavioural changes. Important determinants that influence the successful implementation of these interventions (like stakeholder involvement and fit to the core business) need to be identified and validated (Muster 2011).

4.3 Chances and risks of green work-life-balance

The green work-life balance concept is perceived as an innovative approach for Green HRM. So far, activities in this field have been characterized by a rather limited view on people. The new holistic view provides a way of meeting the challenge of credible environmental protection by companies. The green work-life balance concept is supposed to bring about positive effects for the environment, employees and the company.

With respect to the sum of people in employment relationships, the potential impact of corporate green work-life balance policies is high. As the concept is designed to be implemented in a very company-specific way, the green work-life balance concept might be applicable in companies and industries all over the world. It must be said, however, that there might be a series of more pressing tasks to be dealt with. Complying with legal requirements and greening core business activities, for instance, are unquestionably more significant.

However, since green work-life balance policies promote environmentally friendly behaviour in working life and in private life, considerable improvements for environmental protection are possible. Employees will profit from green work-life balance policies, as these additional and voluntary offers will enlarge their possible scope of environmental action. They will find support for environmentally friendly activities in working life and in private life. Moreover they will get the chance to bring in their personal environmental priorities and values. Therefore – as shown for responsible corporate behaviour in general (Riordan, Gatewood, & Barnes, 1997; Maignan, Ferrell, & Hult, 1999) – these interventions can have positive effects on employees’ motivation, their commitment and their work satisfaction. Moreover, they might feel proud of their employer (Lea & Webley, 1997).

Possible improvements of employees’ motivation, commitment and satisfaction would also be advantageous for the company. These effects might help to increase
productivity, attraction and retention of workers (Riordan, Gatewood, & Barnes, 1997; Maignan, Ferrell, & Hult, 1999). Companies’ credibility and the perceived seriousness of their contribution to solving environmental problems could be increased. Moreover, companies might benefit from employees’ word of mouth, which is a powerful means of spreading environmentally friendly companies’ message. This can lead to an improved corporate reputation (Fombrun, Gardberg, & Barnett, 2000).

The concept also holds risks for companies. Green work-life balance policies that focus on employees’ private life and working life could send ambivalent messages. On the one hand, companies that also support their employees in private life might be perceived as particularly responsible. On the other hand, these companies could be suspected of exploiting employees’ privacy and distracting from management’s responsibility of greening core business activities. Therefore it is fundamental that companies clearly communicate the intention of green work-life balance policies. It needs to be emphasized that interventions are voluntary and additional offers provided for interested employees.

Moreover companies’ engagement in private issues could also create employees’ reactance (Brehm, Sensening, & Shaban, 1966). Reactance can appear, when employees perceive a threat to their behavioural freedom, for instance, when they feel forced to participate in green work-life activities. According to the compensation model of work-life interaction, this could lead to counterproductive effects in the form of less environmentally friendly behaviour in private life. Therefore, again, the voluntariness of activities needs to be communicated.

Furthermore, these interventions cause direct financial costs and require organizational efforts and working time. Companies, particularly first-movers in this field, can risk high expenditures without knowing whether expected results can be realised. Companies need to assess whether or not they are able and willing to invest these costs. Additional chances and risks are combined with the general blurring of boundaries between working life and private life (see section 2) to which the green work-life balance concept contributes. However, it is beyond the remit of this paper to evaluate these consequences. Even though the risks need to be taken into account, possible chances and benefits of green work-life balance are considered to prevail if the concept is implemented properly.

5. Conclusions and further research
The green work-life balance concept is proposed as a new perspective for Green HRM. The transfer of established theories of work-life interaction to Green HRM has shown that it can be effective to go beyond “greening employees” and to consider the whole human being with their private life and consumer behaviour. Such a concept builds on the serious recognition of environmental issues in a company’s management. The greening and encouragement of employees as human beings can only be successful if environmental aspects are considered in all core business processes. Internally, green washing – green talk without substance – is even more probable to fail than externally. Since there is less information asymmetry within companies than on markets, employees will easily discover if words and actions fail to add up. Thus, the
establishment of a green work-life balance is an ambitious task which goes far beyond pure HRM activities.

The aim of this paper was to provide the general idea, the theoretical fundaments and possible measures of a green work life balance. It is up to future research to develop a comprehensive implementation model. Such a framework needs to address processes, structures and responsibilities. It has to consider relevant success factors which can differ with regards to, for example, size, industry, positioning and location of a company. So far, our ideas are only conceptual. Future research needs to provide empirical evidence if a green work-life balance strategy is to deliver on the positive outcomes we have proposed, and check for the relevant success factors of such a strategy.
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